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The 50 Most Important Teachings of the Bible 2015-09-01 what you know about the
bible affects how you live yet the bible is a big book where do you begin in 50
most important teachings of the bible bestselling author jim george highlights
key teachings every believer should know with great clarity and simplicity this
book focuses on the most essential elements of the faith with entries such as
the bible is the ultimate handbook for life god is here and is not silent the
holy spirit is the secret weapon of every christian satan is not as powerful as
you think he is once god has a hold on you he ll never let go learn the great
truths of the bible and make them real in your life you ll be strengthened and
encouraged as you do
The Bible's Top 50 Ideas 2013-09-01 all the important moral ideas of the modern
world are based on the key biblical verses analyzed in this collection what
generally happens when someone picks up a copy of the bible often it is put
down within seconds because readers see endless verses which turn them off
finally here is an accessible book about the bible that focuses on its great
moral principles human beings are created in the image of god love your
neighbor as yourself you shall not stand idly by the blood of your neighbor you
shall love the lord your god with all your heart and with all your soul and
with all your might justice justice shall you pursue dov peretz elkins believes
that if a reader understands fifty verses of the five thousand in the bible
only 1 percent he or she will begin to grasp the essence of the bible this
remarkable explanation of the bible shows readers how it can serve as a light
that illuminates a path through the confusion and problems in their personal
and communal lives the result is a life that is better and more serious a life
with meaning purpose and direction the bible s top 50 ideas presents the bible
s essential ideas in readable engaging fashion focuses on the contemporary
value of the bible uses commentaries and explanations from sources that are
modern as well as ancient christian as well as jewish and popular as well as
scholarly elkins not only simplifies the bible but also demonstrates how its
fundamental ideas and concepts have inspired four thousand years of
civilization to follow its teachings the result is a moral legal and literary
foundation that remains the basis of all democratic and principled societies to
this day
30-Second Bible: The 50 Most Significant Ideas In The Bible, Each 2013-01-21
the bible has been a bestseller for centuries and we all think we know our
scriptures but do you know why noah built the ark what happened at sodom and
gomorrah just how many miracles did jesus perform for instant revelation this
is the essential guide to the old and new testaments 30 second bible offers an
insight into the meaning and significance of the bible s key characters and
stories in half a minute each using nothing more that two pages 300 words and
one picture divided into seven chapters it covers the favourite stories
parables miracles gospels prophets personalities and battles and provides a
brief explanation of how the bible came about and which historical figures
helped it become the power that it is illustrated with divine graphics 30
second bible offers the quickest pilgrimage from genesis to revelation without
a tower of babble
50 Most Important Bible Questions 2021-09-07 you ve got bible questions we ve
got answers the bible is full of great truths for our lives and also if we re
being honest a lot of mysteries that we don t understand you ve probably
wondered about these questions many times you d like good answers just keep it
short and sweet but where can you turn for reliable guidance dr michael
rydelink beloved moody professor and host of the radio call in show open line
answers the questions that listeners often ask him michael addresses questions
such as why does god allow bad things to happen did noah really fit all the
animals of the earth on a boat can i lose my salvation what is the best bible
translation king james or another how can you explain the trinity did jesus
really turn water into wine and much more though the bible is full of mysteries
it has no errors there are good answers to all the perplexing questions don t
stay in the dark any longer get the answers from an expert and let your
confusion turn to understanding
50 Proofs For the Bible: Old Testament 2014-08-12 is the bible full of made up
stories or is there evidence for the people the places the customs and events
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mentioned in scripture in 50 proofs for the old testament you will find solid
evidence that supports the trustworthiness of old testament scripture 50 proofs
for the old testament includes important finds such as list of sumerian kings
showing who ruled before and after the great flood nuzi tablets reveal customs
and stories similar to those found in genesis 15 31 home of the patriarchs
abraham s great grandfather grandfather serug and nahor from genesis 11
canaanite gods and goddesses warned about in numbers 25 i kings 11 jeremiah 23
and hosea 13 megiddo armageddon city of war shishak s invasion record dating to
c 700 bc gibeah king saul s captial a companion piece to 50 proofs for the old
testament is 50 proofs for the new testament which examines archaeological and
other proofs regarding the legitimacy of new testament people and events both
pamphlets are excellent resources for bible studies or for anyone who has
questions about the accuracy of scripture
50 Proofs For the Bible: New Testament 2014-08-12 is the bible full of made up
stories or is there evidence for the people places customs and events mentioned
in scripture in 50 proofs for the new testament you will find solid evidence
that supports the trustworthiness of new testament scripture 50 proofs for the
old testament includes important finds such as the pontius pilate inscription
which confirms his historicity as roman prefect in luke 3 the city authorities
polytarch inscriptions proof that the apostle paul s use of the word was
correct in acts 17 the synagogue at capernaum mark 1 21 28 luke 4 31 37 john 6
59 the gallio inscription proof of the roman governor gallio mentioned in acts
18 the erastus inscription showing that erastus mentioned in romans 16 23 was
an important public official a companion piece to 50 proofs for the new
testament is 50 proofs for the old testament which examines archaeological and
other proofs regarding the legitimacy of old testament people and events both
pamphlets are excellent resources for bible studies or for anyone who has
questions about the accuracy of scripture
The 50 Most Important Teachings of the Bible 2015-09-01 what you know about the
bible affects how you live yet the bible is a big book where do you begin in 50
most important teachings of the bible bestselling author jim george highlights
key teachings every believer should know with great clarity and simplicity this
book focuses on the most essential elements of the faith with entries such as
the bible is the ultimate handbook for life god is here and is not silent the
holy spirit is the secret weapon of every christian satan is not as powerful as
you think he is once god has a hold on you he ll never let go learn the great
truths of the bible and make them real in your life you ll be strengthened and
encouraged as you do
50 Proofs for the Bible 2008 how much do you know about the end of the world in
the 50 final events in world history beloved and respected pastor robert j
morgan takes readers on a journey through end times prophecy walking step by
step through the end of the world to the dawn of the new kingdom of heaven
heard of worldwide pandemics weapons of mass destruction flashing through the
air global water and air contamination the nation of israel restored after 2
000 years encircled by hostile nations and buffered by the nation of jordan air
evacuations with machines having two wings threats from russia and asia
extremism in turkey clamor for globalization hand implants for commerce and
security the gospel penetrating unreached places violent persecution cascading
wickedness the world falling apart all of this is predicted in the book of
revelation if you find yourself baffled and maybe even a little intimidated by
end times and the book of revelation the 50 final events in world history will
be a comprehensive yet easy to understand overview of the book of revelation
resource you can turn to again and again helpful tool that translates the
events of revelation both literally and sequentially and guide to interpret
present circumstances as well as future events revelation is the bible s final
words on the world s last days the key is understanding its simple sequence of
events one after another clearly laid out the fifty final events in world
history this is information we need to know now since we might soon be on the
doorstep of event 1
50 Proofs for the Bible 2007 where we spend more of our time at home at work in
the neighbourhood matters to god and to his mission in and for the world far
from restricting our faith to the personal sphere disengaged from everyday
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living scripture encourages us to take the lord of life into the whole of life
whole life whole bible is written from the conviction that god s word
illuminates every part of existence enabling us to see differently and live
differently from monday to sunday in public as well as in private a walk
through the unfolding story of the bible in 50 readings and reflections shows
how our lives are bound up with and shaped by god s plan to restore a broken
universe that big story forms our minds fuels our imaginations and fashions our
daily life ad we live in god s world in the light of god s word wherever we are
The 50 Final Events in World History 2022-04-12 there have always been
challenges to belief in god as he is revealed in the bible and each new year
seems to add more questions to the doubter s arsenal in evidence for god
leading apologists provide compelling arguments that address the most pressing
questions of the day about god science jesus the bible and more including is
intelligent design really a credible explanation of the origins of our world
did jesus really exist is jesus really the only way to god what about those who
have never heard the gospel is the bible today what was originally written what
about recently publicized gospels that aren t in the bible and much more
Whole Life, Whole Bible 2012 keys to the bible is a very practical and
accessible guided tour of the bible it will help you to discover what is the
bible how did the bible originate what is the history of the bible and other
fascinating details you don t need to be a scholar to be able to read and
understand the bible 50 keys to the bible has the answers to the most important
questions that will help your reading and your study of holy scripture book
jacket
Evidence for God 2010-07-01 radio messages from j vernon mcgee delighted and
enthralled listeners for years with simple straightforward language and clear
understanding of the scripture now enjoy his personable yet scholarly style in
a 60 volume set of commentaries that takes you from genesis to revelation with
new understanding and insight each volume includes introductory sections
detailed outlines and a thorough paragraph by paragraph discussion of the text
a great choice for pastors and even better choice for the average bible reader
and student very affordable in a size that can go anywhere it s available as a
complete 60 volume series in old testament or new testament sets or
individually
Fifty Keys to the Bible 2013 radio messages from j vernon mcgee delighted and
enthralled listeners for years with simple straightforward language and clear
understanding of the scripture now enjoy his personable yet scholarly style in
a 60 volume set of commentaries that takes you from genesis to revelation with
new understanding and insight each volume includes introductory sections
detailed outlines and a thorough paragraph by paragraph discussion of the text
a great choice for pastors and even better choice for the average bible reader
and student very affordable in a size that can go anywhere it s available as a
complete 60 volume series in old testament or new testament sets or
individually
Draw 50 People from the Bible 2002-01-01 luther they should know that one word
of god is all and all are one if the bible is false in one it is false in all
if the copernican system is correct then genesis is a myth is scripture which
has enlightened the world for thousands of years now to be eclipsed by a
science which has erred so often and is altogether fallacious in so many things
much indeed is at stake satan is bold let us be true philosophers and not
blindly follow the teachings of either old or modern astronomers and their many
wild assumptions but let us ever follow the truth if the above reasons enable
even a single soul to throw off the shackles of mere superstitious reverence
for the copernican dogma and of blind subserviency to a scientific priestcraft
which abuses its authority most shamefully the consequence for good may be
incalculable fe pasche 49 50 reasons copernicus or the bible
Thru the Bible Vol. 03: The Law (Genesis 34-50) 1995-03-13 この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレ
イを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません スイーツデコのカ
リスマ作家 カンカラチケットの新作レシピ集 ハートや球の立体型の使い方やuvレジンの新ワザなど粘土とレジンを楽しめるテクニックと 大人ポップなすてき作品満載
Thru the Bible Vol. 50: The Epistles (1 and 2 Timothy/Titus/Philemon)
1995-03-15 the biblical psalms are perhaps the most commented upon texts in
human history they are at once deeply alluring and deeply troubling in this
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addition to the acclaimed brazos theological commentary on the bible a highly
respected scholar offers a theological reading of psalms 1 50 exploring the
various voices in the poems to discern the conversation they engage about god
suffering and hope as well as ways of community belonging the commentary
examines the context of the psalms as worship tending to both their original
setting and their subsequent jewish and christian appropriation and explores
the psychological dynamics facing the speaker foreword by william p brown
50 Reasons Copernicus Or The Bible 2017-12-12 this devotional study of 50 women
in the bible contains bible readings commentary applications and discussion
questions learn how god cares for women and can use them in a mighty way
カンカラチケットのスイーツデコＢｉｂｌｅ　超絶かわいい！５０レシピ 2014-04-17 bible word search walk through the
bible bird lover s edition volume 50 2 samuel 2 chapters 8 14 contains every
word author unknown but thought to be nathan and or gad snapshot david becomes
king a new way to read and study the bible wanting a new way to read and study
the bible we developed our new series too often bible word search books just
have words from the bible with no context let s face it having a list of words
from the bible does not do you much good as far as your christian walk is
concerned yeah it may be fun but what do you take away from it not anymore
contains the bible text our word search contains the complete verses from the
selected bible chapters start in genesis volume 1 and work your way all the way
through to revelation when you are finished you can say i not only had fun
doing word search books but i read through the complete bible the complete
verses are listed so you can meditate and study the word as you go the selected
words are highlighted in bold the search words are also in a list below the
verse text in all capital letters like the puzzle so you can cross out the
words leaving the verse text untouched for further study now you can have fun
while you study the bible bible verses are from the king james version kjv no
boring book covers our bird lover s edition has full color images of various
birds on the cover no boring covers you can add a little color to your life
that is why we made our bird lover s edition now all you bird lovers can enjoy
god s creation while you read and study his word a welcome edition to your end
table or to carry with you to bible study use anywhere bible study senior
groups nursing homes youth groups vacation bible school and many more large
jumbo print our series uses large jumbo print making it easy for those with
failing eyesight each puzzle takes up the whole right side page making them
easy to read the pages are 8 1 2 x 11 so the pages are big to make it easy to
read and fill out the puzzles we trust you will enjoy bible word search walk
through the bible bird lover s edition
Psalms 1-50 (Brazos Theological Commentary on the Bible) 2015-10-06 the 50 most
meaningful moments in the bible each explained in half a minute the bible has
been a bestseller from its earliest days but its a little like a brief history
of time most people have a copy and we all think we know what its about but if
you have read it it was most likely when you were still at school
Women in the Bible 1992-06-30 from genesis to revelation stories about heroes
in the bible beautifully illustrated in full color on quality paper
Bible Word Search Walk Through the Bible Volume 50 2018-09-17 unless a man is
born of water and the spirit he cannot enter the kingdom of god john 3 5 to be
born again and enter into eternal life in the kingdom of heaven is the reason
and purpose that we believe in jesus those who consider themselves righteous
those who claim to be just will never be born again who then can be born again
they are those who realize themselves honestly that they are terrible sinners
before the law of god saying o wretched man i am who will deliver me from this
body of death romans 7 24 those who have no righteousness of their own can meet
jesus christ who came by water and blood 1 john 5 6 in other words only the
poor in spirit receive the remission of their sins luke 1 77 by faith however
the problem is that there are many modern version of pharisees among christians
today they pretend to be holy even though their hearts are full of sin they do
not honestly admit that i am a sinner who deserves to go to hell the wages of
sin is death romans 6 23 if you have any little bit of sin in your heart you
can never enter the kingdom of god but fall into hellfire some of the pharisees
asked jesus are we blind also jesus answered to them if you were blind you
would have no sin but now you say we see therefore your sin remains john 9 41
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those who sincerely admit that they are spiritually blind can meet the gospel
of truth and be born again by wearing the righteousness of god i earnestly hope
that all of you will acknowledge the original gospel and reach the glory of the
children of god while you read the bible for 50 days again the kingdom of
heaven is like a merchant seeking beautiful pearls who when he had found one
pearl of great price went and sold all that he had and bought it matthew 13 45
46 once you ve met the real thing you ve got to throw away all the imitations
when you encounter the original gospel likened to a pearl of great price throw
away all the other gospels you have believed so far and hold fast the genuine
gospel with joy until you reach the kingdom of heaven
Album of the Lands of the Bible 1855 unravel the mysteries and address the
alleged contradictions in the holy bible with does the bible contradict itself
this insightful and thought provoking book explores 50 of the most commonly
cited inconsistencies offering well researched explanations and shedding light
on the context interpretations and deeper meanings behind these perceived
discrepancies written by a team of knowledgeable biblical scholars and
theologians this comprehensive guide navigates through complex passages
genealogies and accounts providing a thorough understanding of the historical
cultural and literary contexts that can often be misunderstood or overlooked
unlock the profound wisdom and harmony within the scriptures and gain a
newfound appreciation for the richness and depth of god s word with a balanced
approach and a commitment to intellectual honesty does the bible contradict
itself equips readers with the tools to reconcile apparent contradictions and
strengthen their faith whether you re a seasoned believer seeking a deeper
level of biblical knowledge or someone grappling with doubts this book offers a
compelling and enlightening perspective on the unity and divine inspiration of
the bible why read this book gain a thorough understanding of 50 commonly cited
biblical contradictions learn the historical cultural and literary contexts
behind complex passages discover insightful explanations that harmonize
apparent discrepancies strengthen your faith and appreciation for the depth of
the scriptures equip yourself with the tools to address and reconcile perceived
inconsistencies gain a newfound perspective on the unity and divine inspiration
of the bible deepen your knowledge and expand your understanding of god s word
receive well researched and intellectually honest insights from biblical
scholars
30-second Bible 2013 these final chapters in the book of genesis describe for
us the character and personalities of the twelve sons of jacob i don t think i
m being overly dramatic when i say these twelve sons were the future of the
world from these twelve sons and their sons and daughters and their sons and
daughters and their sons and daughters would come the leaders and sustainers of
the jewish nation that nation would fight to survive in a harsh world fall on
their faces often love their god and more often than not disobey that same god
claim victories limp away from failures and still survive to deliver to all of
us the savior of the world and as if that was not enough they also will outlive
all the enemies thrown at them in our future and they will be gazing up into
the heavenlies eyes full of tears fully forgiven and righteous hearts
overflowing with faith and joy when he returns that he may be glorified
Heroes of Grace from the Holy Bible 2020-05-20 a disco diva king a prophet who
became a bear s lunch a monarch with 1 000 wives to please a bunch of rebels
who were burned to a cinder loads of pretty barmy things happened in bible
times andy robb author of the professor bumblebrain series has collected
together the barmiest passages of scripture in 50 barmiest bible stories andy s
witty and conversational style plus colourful illustrations brings god s word
to life for children among the collection are the stories of how the universe
kicked off how the israelites escaped from egypt and spent forty years
grumbling in the desert how jesus was god s chosen man to sort out the mess
humankind had made of the world what the good and bad kings of israel got up to
each story has a cliff hanger ending and a bible passage to look up to find out
what happened next the bible tells us about some extraordinary events and this
book will help to introduce readers to the extraordinary god who lies behind
those events
Being Born again by Reading the Bible for 50 Days 2022-01-31 gary zimak writes
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that anxiety can be a blessing if you are wondering what he means by this then
this is the book for you in times of confusion despair doubt fear persecution
sickness and troubles consider what the word of god says zimak bring
The Bible, King James version, Book 50: Philippians 2020-10-30 children can
learn about the bible in fifty words with easy verses that are simple to
remember and easy to understand
Does the Bible Contradict Itself? 2024-03-23 chances are there are stories in
the bible you ve never heard or have forgotten or maybe you re like many people
completely missing it when someone makes a cultural or literary reference to a
common bible story either way this visually rich collection of true tales
curated especially for adults will surprise entertain and inform as you journey
through some of the most important stories in the old testament
Genesis Bible Study Part 3 Chapters 37-50 "The Twelve Sons of Jacob" 2017-08-25
our culture is filled with imitations posing as truth even the christian church
is not immune to imitators where truth can become mired in compromise and
fallacies so how do we cultivate an authentic walk with god the answers are
found in the book of genesis this study examines the lives experiences and
choices of three men who pursued a genuine relationship with god isaac isaiah
and joseph wiersbe bible studies deliver practical in depth guides to selected
books of the bible featuring insights from dr warren w wiersbe s be authentic
commentary this eight week study features engaging questions and practical
applications that will help you connect god s word with your life
50 Key Words [in] the Bible 1971-01 one of the lessons gained from the
staggering success of the prayer of jabez is that even the most obscure
biblical characters and stories have profound lessons to teach godÕs people the
bible is filled with many fascinating individuals who lived their lives in the
shadowlands of insignificance tucked away here and there in the pages of sacred
scripture we may have passed over them as irrelevant nobodies yet many of them
lived their lives in faith and obedience to god despite facing overwhelming
odds god included their stories in the scriptures for a reason and though we
might consider them bible nobodies they truly were somebodies we discover that
god used people from all walks of life not just the familiar superstars the
moments of destiny in the lives of these ordinary people will rekindle a spark
of hope for that same destiny for our lives today fifty engaging biblical
characters are set forth in readerÕs digest length readings and each chapter is
filled with insight inspiration and practical application compiled and
significantly adapted or rewritten for todayÕs reader from the classic writings
of numerous legendary christian expositors such as charles spurgeon and others
these readings provide timeless truth that is as relevant today as the day they
were penned
Archaeology and the Bible 2023-06-22 have you ever had a burning question that
seemed off limits or inappropriate to ask about christianity the bible or jesus
you can t ask that gathers 50 of the most provocative challenging or otherwise
taboo questions that many of us have wondered about but few have actually asked
edited by christian piatt who once had a bible thrown at his head for asking
too many questions during a sunday school class this collection considers
nothing off limits and takes the hard questions seriously responses from
theology professors pastors lay leaders and other progressive christians range
from the personal to the profound and from sarcastic to deeply touching by
offering multiple perspectives to those banned questions readers can craft
their own answers better yet they ll understand that questioning faith is not
taboo it s the foundation of a strong and growing faith
50 Barmiest Bible Stories 2012-10-12 you probably know the stories adam and eve
noah and the ark david and goliath jonah and the whale but is the bible
anything more than just a collection of children s bedtime stories connect the
dots is a series that will help you see the bible in a new light it will help
you see how the stories all fit together to form a beautiful picture of the
redemption of mankind the resources included in this book give you easy to read
information on books of the bible people in the bible and timeframes to help
form a comprehensive framework for you to understand the bible in your personal
bible study time as you read and discuss scripture with your family as you
participate in small group studies and discussions and as you listen to sermons
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read and listen in each and every story is a whisper of god s love for you
Unlocking the Bible (50 Pack) 1992-03 does the bible explain our origins what
about the big bang and naturalism a worldwide flood an ark eight people the
exodus laws and another ark sodom and gomorrah myth did the walls of jericho
come tumbling down were the famous bible characters real virgin birth and
resurrected savior
A Worrier's Guide to the Bible 2012
The 50 Word Bible 2013
50 Bible Stories Every Adult Should Know, Volume 1 2021-07
The Wiersbe Bible Study Series: Genesis 25-50 2012-07-01
Bible Nobodies Who Became Somebodies 2011-07-28
You Can't Ask That! 2020-10-06
Connect the Dots Making Sense of the Bible 2013-12-20
The Bible: Fact or Fable 2018-11-06
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